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A book created by the Baltic
for the Baltic 



Project in short:
A Baltic Sea
"guest-book"

We believe that regional identity

must be formed with the "bottom-up"

approach, hence a book that everyone

can contribute to 

What is is about? Our region, people will be
able to write their memories, hopes, visions,
recommendations etc.

A.

Where will the book be? We hope that during
winter (and the current wave of covid) it
could stay at the CBSS office but later we
plan to keep it in different locations such as
our universities, museums or NGO's

B.

Does the book already exist? No, due to some
issues our entry is the project idea, however
within a week or 2 we hope to create the
actual book. It does not matter that the
BSYD will have ended by then, we belive in
this project and  think it is worth creating 

C.

If we won? We would make sure to take the
book with us on our interrail journey!

D.



This is what we
wish to add in the
book:



 

Dear reader(s),
we are 4 young people who met during the Baltic Sea Youth Dialogue and believe that our region lacks more

personal connections between us. 
For this reason, we decided to create this book that You are holding right now! You have an opportunity to

become its co-author(s) by adding Your personal touches to it. 
How? Easy! Just take a pen (or a pencil) and write about our region, our sea and anything you could think of!

To help with the inspiration we have scattered questions through, so take a look, maybe you will think of
something. Of course, You are free to write any memory/thought/dream You have about the Baltic Sea region!

And if writing is not something You wish to do - draw! Illustrations and decorations are welcome too!
Of course, You are welcome to see what others have shared before! Maybe You will find a new vacation spot? Or

see that someone shares Your vision for the future? Or maybe someone shared their great experience in Your
hometown?  

 
Please help our project to be successful by contributing to this one of the kind "guest-book" of the Baltic Sea

 
Thank You,

The Insight Team

A greeting letter:



A map to see where our contributors are from:

We are curious to know where are You
from, so please! Mark Your home on

the map
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The baltic
doodle:

Please draw whatever you wish that you associate with

the Baltic Region and let's create one collaborative

drawing! Remember, it's okay to be messy!

An example of suggested tasks in the book to
make it more fun:



The baltic
Trail:

Please write down your recommendations on what are the

MUST VISIT  places in our region, together and inspire

everyone to visit them! 

An example of suggested tasks in the book to
make it more fun:



The baltic
Symbolism:

Share what is the symbol of the Baltic Sea to you!

An example of suggested tasks in the book to
make it more fun:



What is your first
memory of the

Baltic sea?

We plan to add many more question all over the book

An example of suggested questions in the book to help
inspire answers

How did the
region look 30

years ago?What is your
dream for our

region?

If you could solve one
problem in our region,
what would you choose?

How close do you
feel to the Baltic

Region?



Would you like a
Baltic Sea Music

Festival?

Quick survey question we would love to add to the book :

What do you think
about a floating

concert hall for the
Baltic Sea?

What is the MOST
Baltic thing ever?



The presentation was created using visual
material from canva.com



Thank you for
the oprtunity!

We hope you also got exited about our project and cannot

wait to write/draw something in it!


